TOPICS:
1. New borders and limits of cities
2. Post-catastrophe reconstructions
3. Resilience, circularity and sustainability
4. Urban regeneration, Cultural heritage and new standards
5. Healthy city, urban happiness and public space
6. Creative urban metabolism, social networks and ICT
7. Green, blue and mixed infrastructures

DEADLINES
1° September: Abstract for short papers and papers (1000 characters), special sessions (minimum 5 participants, 1000 characters for each participant abstract) and round tables submission (1000 characters)
25 September: Communication of acceptance
10 November: Final paper submission

PAPER SUBMISSION
The full papers should respect the following formats:
Short paper: 2,000 words and 2 images (jpeg 300 dpi); Paper: 4,000 words and 1 image (jpeg 300dpi)
Papers should be sent at:
xiornastudio@inu.it, with indication of the following object: “Author_ XINU _Theme ..”
The acceptance is based on anonymous evaluation by a Scientific Committee. Following the acceptance of the abstract the authors will receive the author’s Guidelines.

ROUND TABLES
Round Tables can be organized according with the main Conference topics or other related themes. The proposal of 1000 characters should indicate title, relators (minimum 5) and a short abstract.

All accepted papers will be published on “Urbanistica Quaderni/Planning Notebook” online journal (with ISSN).

CONFERENCE FEES
170€ for non INU members; 120€ for INU members; 40€ for students (including the inscription to INU)
50€ for non-author; 300€ for the round table
The participation fee has to be paid through bank transfer to INU, ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI URBANISTICA
reason: “X Study DAY INU Fee”. Evidence of the fee payment must be included in the same email used for final paper submission.

GENERAL CHAIRS: Francesco Domenico Moccia and Marichela Sepe